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Abstract: Notwithstanding that RuO2 is a promising catalyst
for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER), a plethora of
fundamental details on its catalytic properties are still elusive,
severely limiting its large-scale deployment. It is also estab-
lished experimentally that corrosion and wettability of metal
oxides can, in fact, enhance the catalytic activity for OER
owing to the formation of a hydrated surface layer. However,
the mechanistic interplay between surface wettability, inter-
facial water dynamics and OER across RuO2, and what degree
these processes are correlated are still debated. Herein, spin-
polarized Density Functional Theory Molecular Dynamics
(DFT-MD) simulations, coupled with advanced enhanced
sampling methods in the well-tempered metadynamics
framework, are applied to gain a global understanding of
RuO2 aqueous interface (explicit water solvent) in catalyzing
the OER, and hence possibly help in the design of novel
catalysts in the context of photochemical water oxidation.

The present study quantitatively assesses the free-energy
barriers behind the OER at the (110)-RuO2 catalyst surface
revealing plausible pathways composing the reaction network
of the O2 evolution. In particular, OER is investigated at room
temperature when such a surface is exposed to both gas-
phase and liquid-phase water. Albeit a unique efficient
pathway has been identified in the gas-phase OER, a
surprisingly lowest-free-energy-requiring reaction route is
possible when (110)-RuO2 is in contact with explicit liquid
water. By estimating the free-energy surfaces associated to
these processes, we reveal a noticeable water-assisted OER
mechanism which involves a crucial proton-transfer-step
assisted by the local water environment. These findings pave
the way toward the systematic usage of DFT-MD coupled
with metadynamics techniques for the fine assessment of the
activity of catalysts, considering finite-temperature and explic-
it-solvent effects.

Introduction

Solar power is by far the largest source of renewable energy
(� 1:2� 1014 kJ are received at the Earth’s surface every
second)[1] and visible-light-driven water splitting is currently in
the focus of worldwide research efforts toward clean and
sustainable strategies which are facing the increasing demand
for renewable energy.[2,3] Nowadays, solar light-driven technol-
ogy is undoubtly a promising and reliable way to produce fuels
from the water splitting reaction. Researchers in the field of
artificial photosynthesis aim to achieve this by using sunlight to
drive the production of so called solar fuels (e.g. H2, MeOH)
from the oxidation of water. Water oxidation, or Oxygen
Evolution Reaction (OER) in a (photo)electrochemical cell, is

considered to be a major bottleneck and new catalysts capable
to enhance this reaction are therefore constantly in high
demand.[4,5]

During the past decades, special emphasis has been placed
on the development of efficient water oxidation catalysts
(WOCs) to overcome the major roadblock in the way of solar
hydrogen generation by photosynthesis. A prerequisite for
smart design of more efficient WOCs is the understanding of
the entire water oxidation process. The catalyst and its water
oxidation behaviour have thus to be elucidated thoroughly.
This includes the detailed structure of the catalyst as well as the
mechanism of water oxidation and the related reaction net-
works. Generally, the complex process of photochemical water
oxidation in WOC-photosensitizer systems is influenced by
numerous parameters, and their individual impact on the WOC
performance remains difficult to assess.[6] In recent years,
ruthenium-oxide-based catalysts have disclosed promising
catalytic performance in a variety of important reactions such as
the water oxidation.[5,7] The efficiency of the WOC is mainly
determined by the potential cost needed for the OER which is a
thermodynamic up-hill reaction usually requiring a high
potential to drive the reaction, and in this context ruthenium
oxides have gained a lot of attention. First of all, ruthenium
dioxide RuO2 is a cheaper catalyst compared to costly platinum,
iridium and titanium based-oxides, but with less[8]/comparable[9]
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OER electro-catalytic performance. Due to its high electronic
conductivity (electrical resistivity is 35:2� 0:5 mW� cm at room
temperature), RuO2,

[10] RuO2 based/combined materials and Ru-
(O2) ligands[5] have turned out to be attractive oxidation
catalysts in heterogeneous photo-catalysis and electro-catalysis
and with a higher stability in the water oxidation potential
region than costly catalysts.[7] An additional advantage is that
RuO2 can be used as bi-catalyst (as anode and/or cathode), and
hence it can be used for both water oxidation and Hydrogen
Evolution Reaction (HER). It is not only the activity but rather its
stability which renders RuO2 an excellent material in operando
conditions in the potential region of the HER.[5,11,12] Furthermore,
hydrated RuO2 exhibits mixed electron-proton conductivity
suitable for technological applications and opportunities in
(photo)electrocatalysis and charge storage.[7]

Despite the technological importance of RuO2 this material
has not been well characterized due to its structural disorder
and variable chemistry, especially with respect to the oxidation
state of Ru and its structural water or � OH content. To date, a
wide range of studies shows the effect of rather diverse factors,
such as crystal structure, morphology, composition, valence
state, crystallinity, and even the buffer medium on water
oxidation processes.[5,7]

The lowest energy crystal planes of RuO2 are (110), (100),
and (101). From Density Functional Theory (DFT) static calcu-
lations, Over, Seitsonen and co-workers[13] determined the
surface energies of bulk-truncated RuO2 (110), RuO2 (100), and
RuO2 (101) to be 71 meV/Å2, 87 meV/Å2, and 76 meV/Å2,
respectively. Therefore the (110) orientation is expected to be
the most abundant orientation of polycrystalline RuO2 as
highlighted by experimental studies.[7,14–16] However, in the
potential region of water splitting, the (100) and the (101)
surfaces may also play a role.[7] Note also the higher stability of
the (111)-RuO2 facet under catalytic conditions (high oxygen
chemical potentials).[17] However, most of the studies present in
the literature are done only at the (110) RuO2 facet because of
the difficulties to mimic catalytic conditions as whole in DFT-
MD simulations.[18,19] Stamenkovic et al.[20] and Rossmeisl et al.[21]

have studied the stability of the reaction intermediates for the
OER over RuO2-(110), using static DFT investigations for the
thermochemistry of electrochemical reactions where the ex-
pected reactant water molecule is taken into account only
implicitly (implicit solvent model, i. e. water is taken into
account in the calculation of free-energy barriers). As shown in
Ref. [21], only when the potential is above 1.6 V, all reaction
steps are downhill in free energy, thus making OER feasible. A
more recent theoretical study based on static DFT with implicit
solvent model investigated the OER on RuO2-(110) determining
the reaction barriers involved in the elementary reaction
steps.[16] Above 1.58 V, the reaction occured on the fully O-
terminated phase. The rate determining step was identified
with the water dissociation above the O-terminated RuO2-(110)
surface. Recently, DFT studies have shown how the inclusion
and in silico design of ligands offer the possibility of fine-tuning
the activity of the Ru metal core and a promising route for
molecular catalysts.[22–27] In addition, it was observed that

doping/mixing of RuO2 with various elements, such as Ir, Co, Ce,
Ni, Pb, and Zn, improves the water splitting activity.[7]

The limits of most aforementioned theoretical surface-
science calculations are the lack of finite temperature effects
and explicit water environment which interacts with the surface
catalyst and with the chemical compounds involved in the OER
reaction. At the best, in general, only one water molecule/one
water layer has been explicitly taken into account in the
calculations of the OER at the RuO2 as well as IrO2,

[28–30] not
enough to have a proper explicit water environment and to
take into account its influence on the chemical OER pathway.

It is not only the explicit presence of the aqueous solvent
that matters, i. e., its structural organization at the interface with
the catalyst, but the water dynamics at finite temperature also
matters (e.g. wriggling of water at the surface, diffusion,
dynamical charge transfers). The whole complex structure and
dynamicity of the electric double layer (EDL) in the electro/
photo chemical conditions have to be accounted for, as well as
the presence of adsorbed species at the surface and at the
interface for their influence on the EDL structure and hence on
the chemical processes occurring at the aqueous interface. With
this in mind, it is stating the obvious that catalytic reactions
such as water oxidation/electrolysis/photolysis are highly com-
plex to model because of the interplay in between the catalyst
material (metal/semiconductor), the electrolyte in general, the
liquid, the adsorbed species, or also the gas-phase vs liquid-
phase reactants and products. Studies of bulk water, water
solutions and water-air interface have shown the ability of a
constant external electric field to induce a reorientation of
water dipoles along the field direction, and hence enhancing
the water dissociation.[31–36] Although such a strategy nicely
provides that the electric field can control the water dissocia-
tion, this is still not simulating photo-electrochemical condi-
tions.

The design of catalysts cannot be done entirely from
experiments, as it is complicated to individually tune the
relevant microscopic parameters that enter into a catalyst and
ascribe them directly to the cell performance. An atomistic
probing and methods to tune one-by-one the parameters are
required. None of these are obvious from experiments alone,
while one would like to avoid costly ‘trial and error’ experi-
ments. These represent a significant hurdle toward the develop-
ment of improved catalysts, which could be overcome by
employing methods able to track the catalytic features of the
WOC at the atomistic scale. Atomistic simulations are a way to
get this information. Disclosing the detailed mechanisms of
water oxidation on ruthenium oxides surfaces – as well as the
surface chemical reactivity and the involved reaction pathways
– would have a crucial role in improving the efficiency of the
catalyst and thus help for a better design.

Accordingly, the aim of the present research is to provide,
via forefront DFT-MD and metadynamics simulations, a notice-
able understanding of (110)-RuO2-aqueous interface in catalyz-
ing the OER in the context of solar light driven water splitting.
By this way, we provide a full assessment of the kinetics and
involved free-energy barriers behind the OER at the (110)-RuO2
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catalyst surface, helping thus in the design of RuO2 as WOC in
the context of structured (photo)electrochemical system.

Therefore, our research is focused on characterizing Ru-
based photocatalysts to achieve efficient and long-term O2

evolution from water under light irradiation. Explicit solvent
model and its dynamics for the OER investigations provided in
the present research could be the key for achieving consid-
erable steps forward in the field.

The paper is organized as follow: the computational
approach and (110)-RuO2 model are highlighted in Section
Computational methods; Section Modelling the OER at the (110)-
RuO2 focus on how to properly model the OER in gas-phase and
in explicit solvent model, whereas Section OER activity descrip-
tors highlights the OER activity descriptor adopted in our
investigation; Section OER at the hydrated (110)-RuO2 facet: gas-
phase solvent model and Section OER at the hydrated (110)-RuO2
facet: liquid-phase solvent model finally show and compare our
OER metadynamics results in gas-phase and liquid-phase,
respectively, revealing a noticeable water-assisted OER chemical
pathway. Further calculations about oxidation state during OER
are also outlined in Section OER at the hydrated (110)-RuO2 facet:
liquid-phase solvent model. Finally, in Section Conclusions we
summarize the main conclusions of our work.

Computational methods

Spin-polarized Kohn-Sham DFT-MD has been performed in the
Born-Oppenheimer framework employing the CP2K program
package.[37,38] The PBE[39] exchange-correlation functional, shown
to be reliable for the description of properties of ruthenium
oxide and liquid water,[40–43] has been adopted as well as GTH
pseudopotentials.[44]

The DZVP-MOLOPT-SR basis set[45] and a 400 Ry plane wave
basis set have been used, being a good compromise between
computational cost and accuracy. Grimme’s D2 dispersion
correction[46,47] has been adopted. Periodic boundary conditions
(PBCs) have been applied in all three spatial directions. The
spin-polarized DFT-MD simulation has been performed on
(110)-RuO2/liquid water interface in the NVT ensemble (~25 ps),
where the temperature was kept constant at 300 K by a Nosé-
Hoover chain thermostat,[48] adopting the Velocity-Verlet
algorithm[49] with a time step of 0.5 fs. Total spin-multiplicity
default value (=0) has been used. Calculations/simulations
have been performed with constant total number of electrons
(constant charge) as in many theoretical previous studies, see
e.g Refs. [9,21,50–52].

The simulation box and its dimensions for the DFT-MD of
the hydrated (110)-RuO2-liquid water interface are illustrated in
Figure 1-a. Stoichiometric (110)-RuO2 slab is adopted. As PBCs
are applied in all 3-directions of space, when simulating the
(110)-RuO2/water interface, a vacuum of 15.0 Å along the z-
direction above the liquid (perpendicular to the surface) has

Figure 1. (a) Simulation box for the DFT-MD of the hydrated (110) RuO2-liquid water interface. 600 atoms: 240 solid atoms, 120 water molecules. Choice is
made here to include a 15.0 Å vacuum above the liquid water in the vertical z-direction, in order not to simulate confined water due to the PBC applied in all
3-directions of space. Only one surface (the 110 upper) is put in contact with liquid water. The bottom 110 surface is in contact with vacuum. (b-c) Equilibrium
composition and speciation of the (110)-RuO2 surface in contact with liquid water. Hydrated (110)-RuO2 surface side and top views in panel b. Ruthenium,
oxygen and hydrogen atoms are colored in pink, red and white color, respectively. See text for details.
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been included in the simulation box to separate the periodic z-
replicas and hence avoid to simulate confined-compressed
water, while keeping the simulation box dimensions reasonable
and amenable to large enough time scales (for DFT-MD).

Once the (110)-RuO2 facet is put in contact with 120 explicit
water molecules (water density of ~1.0 g/cm3 and liquid box
separately thermally equilibrated) adsorption of water mole-
cules at the (110)-RuO2 surface occurs, achieving the hydrated
(110)-RuO2 facet (Figure 1-b) at the oxide-water interface. In our
previous work, Ref. [53], we explored water adsorption mecha-
nisms, water organization and RuO2 bulk model properties. In a
nutshell, the rutile RuO2 bulk has been modeled as (444)
supercell (supercell approach, calculations at the Γ-point only)
and the (110)-RuO2 is composed by 5 layers-thickness in a
symmetric (2×4×2) slab model (192 atoms), where only one
surface (the 110-upper) is put in contact with water, as shown
in Figure 1-a. Such a hydrated (110)-RuO2 facet exposes there-
fore several surface chemical species, listed in Figure 1-c, as a
result of (110) surface wettability/hydroxylation: all the surface
exposed Ru atoms (8 in our model) adsorb (4 entire and 4
dissociated) water molecules keeping the surface pH (=7)
neutral. Once understood the hydrated motif at the (110)-RuO2

facet in contact with liquid water, we found that the hydrated
(110)-RuO2 can be defined as a hydrophobic surface but the
(110)-RuO2 has a strong/predominant H-bond (HB) acceptor
character from the liquid water environment, i. e. 90% of the H-
bonded surface sites are HB acceptor sites from water.[53] See
Ref. [53] for more details.

A uniform background charge and the Ewald summation for
electrostatics take care of the total charge of the simulation box
whenever necessary, as a standard procedure in DFT-MD
simulations. In our previous work, Ref. [53], we calculated the
electric field and related work function of the (110)-RuO2 surface
at the interface with vacuum and with the water slab. We found
an electric field of ~4.8 V/Å at the (110)-RuO2/liquid water
interfacial system (same system as Figure 1-a), and a surface
work function of ~1.8 eV, see Ref. [53] for more details. The
oxidation states of atomic species involved in the here
identified mechanisms of OER are calculated by employing the
Maximally Localised Wannier Functions (MLWFs)[54] analysis.

Metadynamics. Gas-phase and liquid-phase OER at (110)-
RuO2 facet have been investigated by employing enhanced
sampling techniques in the DFT-MD well-tempered (WT)[55]

metadynamics[56–58] framework as implemented in the PLUMED-
2.6.2 software package,[59] within the CP2K code.[37,38] The free-
energy profiles have been obtained by exploring the (local)
configurational space (i. e., the phase space) and hence probing
the relevant (meta)stability basins and the connecting chemical
pathway on the space spanned by a proper chosen collective
variable (or reaction coordinate), that is the atomic distance
between reactant atoms.

For the sake of clarity, the OER metadynamics investigation
is divided in 2 reaction steps: 1) the water surface attack and
dissociation step, where the distance between the oxygen Ow
(of the reactant water molecule) and the Os (oxygen of the solid
surface) is chosen as unique reaction coordinate;

2) Once O2 is achieved, the second reaction step is the Ow=

Os desorption (from the RuO2 surface), where the distance
between Os and the Ru surface atom is chosen as unique
reaction coordinate. We sample each reaction step both in gas-
phase and liquid-phase. More details about metadynamics
sampling and how reactant Ow and Os atoms have been chosen
are given in Section 3.1.

Several WT metadynamics runs and with different starting
configurations have been performed for each reaction step (see
Section 3.1), in both gas and liquid phase OER, with an average
simulation time of at least 30 ps for each run, checking and
assuring a proper metadynamics convergence. The heigth (W)
and the width (σs) of the gaussian hills added along the WT
biased metadynamics are respectively 1.2 kcal/mol (initially) and
0.02 Å. Error bars estimations have been calculated performing
a block analysis.[60] Since we adopted DFT-MD metadynamics in
its WT fashion,[55] such an initial Gaussian potential height was
automatically reduced (accordingly to the biasfactor γ of the
WT-metadynamics set to 4) during the exploration of the
configurational space as the filling procedure progressed in
time, and hence a gaussian hill of decreasing W value was
added every 50 fs (pace of 100 steps).

Results and Discussions

The overall process of water splitting comprises two half
reactions: namely, the evolution of O2, on the one hand, and
the evolution of H2, on the other. Such a process still represents
a challenge since several issues have to be fixed in order to
become economically attractive on a sizable scale. One of them
is related to a significant overpotential, and therefore energy
losses, at the anode surface, where oxygen in the ideal case of
no-overpotential is produced via the following 4-electron-trans-
fer OER:[9]

2H2O lð Þ þ 4� 1:23 eVð Þ ! O2 gð Þ þ 4Hþ aqð Þ þ 4 e� : (1)

Mainly due to those high overpotential at the oxygen-
evolving anode, extensive research on this subject has shown
that the potential needed to split water at rates provided by
the solar flux (e.g., 10 mA/cm2)[61] is limited primarily by the
OER.[62,63]

Nowadays, an important challenge is hence represented by
the development and, possibly, the discovery of OER catalysts
which can reduce the operative overpotential needed. Extensive
research[64] has been performed to probe valuable (photo)
electrocatalysts able to lower the reaction barrier(s) and to
make the OER easier to occur. As outlined in previous sections,
RuO2 has attracted a growing interest as efficient water
oxidation catalyst (WOC) in the way of visible-light-driven water
splitting, exhibiting a good OER activity and stability.
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Modelling the OER at the (110)-RuO2

Norskov et al.[9,21] proposed, at the molecular scale, that the OER
can be modelled as a complex four-steps reaction at the anode
electrode as follows (the effect of liquid water was implicitly
taken into account:

H2O lð Þþ * ! HO* þ Hþ þ e� (2)

HO* ! O* þ Hþ þ e� (3)

O* þ H2O lð Þ ! HOO* þ Hþ þ e� (4)

HOO* ! O2 gð Þ þ H
þ þ e� : (5)

Gibbs free energy is usually calculated implicitly by
assuming the equilibrium Hþ þ e, 1=2H2 reaction at standard
conditions (pH=0, pressure pH2

=1 bar, and T=298.15 K) and
using the Gibbs free energy of hydrogen gas. In such a
mechanistic decomposition, the OER reaction consists of four
electrochemical steps, each of which involves one Hþ=e�

transfer. The apex “*” denotes an active surface site of the
catalyst and X* a surface adsorbed X species. HO* , O* and
HOO* are denoted as OER intermediates, all adsorbed at the
catalyst surface.

The thermodynamics free energy of the overall OER is
determined by the reaction step with the highest free energy
difference ΔG among the four steps shown in Eqs. (2) to (5):

GOER ¼ max DG1;DG2;DG3;DG4ð Þ (6)

The reaction step, characterized by the highest free energy
difference ΔG, is called the rate-limiting step (or potential-
determining step) and it is standardly assumed to be the
fundamental parameter in order to calculate the overpotential
needed for the OER reaction to occur at a measurable rate. This
concept was developed in previous investigations of the
OER[21,50, 51, 65] and it has been recently reviewed.[66,67] It turned
out that the catalytic performance can be estimated by the
magnitude of the OER potential-determining step GOER.

Overpotential generally depends on the surface reactivity of
the catalyst material. In other words, surface reaction sites,
surface terminations, and surface coverage profoundly affect
the reaction paths leading to an increase/decrease of the
required overpotential making the reaction harder/easier to
occur. An open question remains about how these surface
effects can affect the activity of the RuO2 catalyst in the OER
process.

When predicting the OER activity of the RuO2 surface,
several key assumptions are typically made. It is assumed that
the OER occurs at a single active site following the same
reaction mechanism (e.g. water nucleophilic attack) over the
catalyst surface.[68] However, there is mounting evidence
suggesting a key role of the dynamic evolution of the catalyst/
water interface in defining the catalytic activity, reaction
mechanisms, and measured OER reaction barrier/
overpotential.[68–71]

Norskov et al. in a previous theoretical modeling of OER at
(110) RuO2 adopted static calculations of free-energy OER
estimations, without explicit water environment and using the
binding energy of the OER intermediate species HO* and HOO*

as OER activity descriptor,[72] estimating an OER overpotential in
the 0.5–0.7 eV range. Klyukin et al. provided OER free energy
profiles at (110) RuO2 in contact with explicit water layers via
AIMD Blue Moon ensemble approach showing that the OER
overpotential can be lowered until to 0.2 eV at fully-oxidized
(110) RuO2 facet.[68] Alexandrov et al.’s theoretical study inves-
tigated the OER adopting static calculations of free-energy
barriers (with only one water molecule) comparing the lattice
oxygen mechanism (LOM) with the conventional adsorbate
evolving mechanism (AEM) of the OER at the (110) RuO2

revealing overpotentials of around 0.38 eV and 0.79 eV for the
LOM and AEM mechanism, respectively.[73] The mentioned OER
overpotential values are also listed in Table 1.

In our modeling made here, following the OER pathway as
suggested in Refs. [9,21] and taking into account that oxygen
evolution might be generally difficult to achieve at a single
Ru� O surface site,[68,74–77] we propose an OER pathway as our
reference pathway for which reaction mechanism involves the
oxidation of a water molecule via a nucleophilic water attack to
the (110)-RuO2 catalyst surface. Our reference pathway is
schematically shown in Figure 2.

It proceeds through the formation of surface adsorbed
intermediates HOO* and O ¼ O* . The overall reaction can be
summarized as the dissociation of a water molecule over
catalytic active sites on the (110)-RuO2 surface (step 1–2),
loosing one proton and forming the oxygen-oxygen bond with
a surface oxygen (O3) through the formation of the chem-
isorbed intermediate HOO* (intermediate step in Figure 2). In
particular, the OER proposed mechanism[9,21] reveals step 1!2
as the oxidation of HOO* (see intermediate step panel in
Figure 2) into a O � O* surface adsorbed. Finally, the O � O*
desorbs as double-bonded O ¼ O molecular oxygen (step 3),
creating a surface O vacancy where a subsequent nucleophilic
addition of another water molecule could spontaneously occur
(step 4), and hence the OER is free to restart and continue.

Note that previous studies of water oxidation by catalysts
have shown that in many cases the O-covered catalyst surface
shows higher activity than the OH-covered surface, such that
the OER will only occur on surfaces with a high oxygen
coverage.[68,74–77] It was also speculated, both experimentally and
theoretically, that the oxygen evolution might be generally
difficult to achieve at a single Ru� O surface catalyst site due to
the high localization of the electronic charge. The OER should

Table 1. Comparison between OER overpotentials on (110) RuO2 calcu-
lated by employing different theoretical models present in the literature
[72], [68], [73].

OER Overpotential (ev) Ref.

0.5–0.7 [72]
0.2 [68]
0.38 (LOM)
0.79 (AEM

[73]
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be easier to occur when, at least, two active Ru � O surface sites
are involved. The cooperation of these two neighbors at the
WOC surface is able to make (energetically) easier the water
dissociation at the catalyst surface (step 1–2 in Figure 2) and to
form the desired O � O* surface adsorbed species (step 2), as
provided in several theoretical and experimental studies about
heterogeneous catalysts.[68,74–77] It has been shown that lattice/
termination oxygens can be involved in the OER, and the
cooperation of these neighbors surface sites can lower the
theoretical overpotential of OER down to 0.2 eV.[68] A previous
paper showed that a moderate overpotential of 0.64 eV is
required when only a single Ru� O surface catalyst site is taken
into account in the oxygen evolution at the (110) RuO2.

[74]

If only one surface Ru � O active site is available for the
OER, the repulsion between the electron-rich surface O and the
oxygen O of the water molecule can cause a high-energy
barrier for the O � O* bond formation.[76,77] For these high-
lighted reasons, and for the fact that several chemical species
(see Figure 1-b) are possible OER catalyst surface sites – such as
μ1, μ2 and μ3 inner sites at the hydrated (110)-RuO2 surface
pattern –, all WT metadynamics calculations (in gas and liquid
phase) reported here for the OER investigations are performed
with the assumption that, at least, two adjacent Ru � O surface
sites are available at the hydrated (110)-RuO2 facet, as also
outlined in the proposed reference OER mechanism in Figure 2.

In addition, having two adjacent available Ru � O surface sites
as start condition is also in agreement with experimental
evidences which provide that in the OER (applied) potential
region, most of the oxide surfaces (RuO2 included) change from
being HO*-covered surface to becoming (mostly) O*
covered.[78–84]

Note that, at the hydrated (110)-RuO2 facet, several surface
speciations are present (see Figure 1-b) and located in different
surface spot that could be surface OER catalytic sites. Therefore,
by selecting different surface sites and morphology scenarios as
possible reactants in our metadynamics investigation, we
provide a thorough evaluation of possible OER catalytic sites at
the hydrated (110)-RuO2 facet.

A schematic representation of the explored start configu-
rations, i. e. of the chosen surface sites (investigated during our
metadynamics runs) that could be catalytic sites for the water
oxidation process, is depicted in Figure 3.

(a-c-d): one μ1-O, one μ1-OH and one μ3-O inner site placed
in different surface locations and geometric arrangements; (b):
one μ1-O, one μ1-OH and one μ2-O site. All the other surface
sites are not modified and treated as they exist in the hydrated
state at the interface with the liquid water (see Figure 1-b, c).
The water molecule closest to the selected surface oxygen
atoms (or surface � OH) colored in orange is chosen as reactant,
at time ¼ 0 of the biased metadynamics.

Figure 2. Proposed mechanism of the OER as our reference pathway taking place via a water attack and surface adsorbed intermediates HOO* and O � O* .
Potential catalyst surface oxygens sites are in orange color. The light blue label denotes the reactant water molecule.
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For the sake of clarity, following the OER mechanism
proposed in Refs. [9, 21] and taking into account the need to
have (at least) two adjacent available Ru � O surface sites as
start condition, in our WT metadynamics investigations the OER
is schematically divided in 2 reaction steps, as follows:

1) the water attack and dissociation step, see Figure 4
step 1–2, where the distance between the oxygen Ow (of the
reactant water molecule) and the Os (surface oxygen of the solid

110-RuO2) is chosen as unique reaction coordinate. Using the
simple Os-Ow distance as reaction coordinate is an obvious
choice but may miss relevant features of the process of
interest.[23] The formation of the O � O bond together with the
subsequent deprotonation of the nucleophile (water) was
typically found to be the energetically most demanding
reaction of the catalytic cycle and it has been proven the need
of proton acceptors near the active site[85] to facilitate the O� O

Figure 3. Top views of start configurations of the chosen surface sites as possible OER catalytic sites at the hydrated (110)-RuO2 facet. Neighbor surface
oxygen sites are displayed in orange color.

Figure 4. Modeling of the OER for our WT metadynamics investigations at the (110)-RuO2 surface. 1–2 is the first reaction step from reactant state to
(nucleophilic) water attack and water dissociation; 2–3 is the second reaction step which ends with the surface desorption of OER product, that is gas O2.
Potential catalyst surface oxygens sites are in orange color. The light blue label denotes the reactant water molecule. The dashed black lines in panel 1 and 3
denote the reaction coordinate.
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bond formation. Therefore, the conjecture made here is to
consider the O� O bond formation by a classical water
nucleophilic attack (WNA) for which water proton-transfers can
occur by the presence of catalyst proton-acceptors-sites, as
outlined in the above-mentioned work.[85] The Os is systemati-
cally chosen as μ1-O surface site.

2) Ow=Os desorption (from the 110-RuO2 surface) step, see
Figure 4 step 2–3, where the distance between Os and the Ru
surface atom is chosen as unique reaction coordinate. The Os is
initially bonded to Ru surface atom (see step 2 in Figure 4)

Once Ow=Os desorbs from the surface, the regeneration of
surface Os can occur with the surface adsorption/dissociation of
an additional water molecule assuring the OER restart and
continue. This nucleophilic addition of another water molecule
has been proved to occur spontaneously and hence is not
investigated in our OER metadynamics.[68,74–77] The OER rate-
limiting step is therefore here assumed to be included in the
reaction steps 1–2 and 2–3 highlighted in Figure 4.

OER activity descriptors

Activity descriptors can help in the identification and prediction
of OER active oxide catalysts, and thus, they could be defined
as the main catalysts’ physicochemical property governing the
OER activity. However, the definition of OER activity and how it
is determined is at present not homogenized in the community,
if even not ‘chaotic’.[70]

In 2011, Man, Rossmeisl, Norskov, et al.,[9,21] showed that it is
possible to identify a universal descriptor for the OER activity
based on the adsorption energies of the surface adsorbed HO*
and HOO* intermediate species on catalyst surface, i. e. basically
looking at how weak or strong these two intermediate HO* and
HOO* species are bound to the catalyst surface during the OER.
The main parameter governing the reaction overpotential is
therefore the binding strength of oxygen (or oxygenated
species/intermediates) on the catalyst surface following the
Sabatier principle (from which Volcano plot has been derived):
the best catalyst in terms of displaying the minimum over-
potential binds oxygen on its surface neither too strongly nor
too weakly.[70] According to this analysis, RuO2 and Co3O4

among binary oxides and LaNiO3 and SrCoO3 among perov-
skites have the lowest theoretical overpotentials due to their
optimal trade-off between strong and weak binding energy of
oxygen (OER intermediates) resulting therefore at the top of
Volcano plot as best OER catalysts.[9]

This well-established understanding of the reaction mecha-
nism and parameters driving catalyst activity has been pro-
gressively challenged over the past years by few experimental
and theoretical observations pointing, among other, toward the
possibility of a different reaction mechanism than the conven-
tional one.[70] Indeed, a rather substantial variety of activity
descriptors has been proposed so far for OER catalysts, such as,
for example, the number of d-electrons,[86] the eg-band filling of
the transition-metal cations,[87] the difference between the
surface binding energies of O* and HO* reaction inter-
mediates,[9] the oxide formation energy,[88] and the accumula-

tion of the magnetic moment,[89] stressing out that there is
currently no consensus on the activity descriptors for catalysts
and hence no consensus on how to calculate (theoretical)
overpotential, and least of all on the OER reaction mechanism.

Notably, as reviewed by Dau et al. in Ref. [66], on the surface
of a real catalyst surface such as a supported metal oxide
nanoparticle, the multiplicity of structurally distinct facets leads
to a range of surface sites with distinctively different coordina-
tion and chemisorption properties. Generally, low-coordinated
sites bind adsorbates more strongly and hence, in case of the
real catalyst, there may be a small fraction of surface sites with
a more favorable adsorption thermochemistry. The overall
overpotential will then be a convolution of individual over-
potentials of different sites. Under these conditions, it is feasible
that OER is thermochemically limited by different OER steps
depending on the surface site(s) of interest.[66]

Herein, the associated free-energy surfaces have been
evaluated taking the forward free-energy activation/kinetic
barrier as activity descriptor, i. e. the amount of free-energy
needed to activate/start the reaction (of the overall reaction
process from reactants to the product species) for each OER
step shown in Figure 4. The aim has been the identification of
the OER rate limiting step. Most of the previous theoretical
studies of OER catalysts mainly focused on the thermodynamic
properties of the reaction intermediates without considering
their free energy barriers (including transition states). However,
looking at free-energy activation/kinetic barriers instead of the
traditional thermodynamic free energy differences has gained
enough interest and reliability to be applied for free-energy
landscapes of interstellar chemical reactions[90–92] (astrochemis-
try) and ultimately in electrochemistry for methanol chemistry/
formaldehyde synthesis[93] as well as for OER and overpotential
calculations at the (110)-IrO2 compound.[29]

In this work, we focus on free energy activation barriers
from metadynamics calculations in gas-phase and in explicit
solvent model in contrast to traditional thermodynamic free
energy differences from static calculations using implicit solvent
model.[9,21] This purely kinetic notion tacitly assumes that all
elementary OER steps along the reaction pathway are not
limited by thermodynamics.

OER at the hydrated (110)-RuO2 facet: gas-phase solvent
model

OER is here investigated at the (110)-RuO2 surface in gas-phase
solvent where only one water molecule is present in order to
have the oxidation (OER) of the latter. Starting configurations
are the same as depicted in Figure 3, where different catalytic
sites are chosen in different surface arrangement, and starting
water molecule position is chosen as the water molecule above
(closest to) the selected catalytic sites (surface oxygen atoms or
surface � OH) colored in orange, such as in Figure 5.

With the aim to fully assess the OER at the (110)-RuO2

surface, free-energy activation/kinetic barriers are therefore
estimated for each OER step shown in Figure 4.
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The first result from our WT metadynamics investigations is
that, among all the explored start configurations (see Figure 3),
only adjacent μ1-O, μ1-OH and μ2-O sites arranged as in
Figure 3-a morphology scenario lead to the OER.

All the other possible OER catalytic sites placed as in in
Figure 3-b-c-d (chosen as possible reactant sites) do not provide

any OER in our metadynamics simulation time for the gas-phase
OER. Thus, the gas-phase OER free energy profiles by means of
WT metadynamics for the reaction steps 1–2 and 2–3 high-
lighted in Figure 4 with start configuration as in Figure 3-a are
shown in Figure 6.

The gas-phase OER starts with the water attack and its
dissociation at the μ1-O surface site. The dissociated water
hydrogen atoms hop to nearby μ1-OH and μ1-O surface sites,
respectively (see panel 2 in Figure 6). A formation of an active
radical group μ1-OOH could occur as intermediate between
step 1–2. Consequently, the doubly-bonded O2 species desorbs
from the μ1-OO, leading to the expected O2 gas phase
formation (see panel 3 in Figure 6).

The associated free-energy surfaces (a and b panels in
Figure 6) have been evaluated with the aim of determining the
free-energy activation barrier of each reaction step 1–2 and 2–3
in order to identify the rate-limiting step. Thus, a free-energy
activation barrier of 37:73� 0:5 kcal/mol (1:64� 0:02 eV) has to
be overcome in order to start the OER by attracting and
dissociating a water molecule at the hydrated (110)-RuO2

surface (free-energy barrier in very good agreement with the
one – 1.60 eV – from previous DFT study on gas-phase OER at
110-RuO2

[21]). 10:5� 0:5 kcal/mol (0:46� 0:02 eV) are needed
for the doubly-bonded O2 desorption form the catalyst surface,
confirming RuO2 a weak binding energy of O2.

[9]

For the sake of completeness, it is worth pointing out from
our DFT MLWFs electronic analyses that O2 (gas) product has

Figure 5. Side view of the hydrated (110)-RuO2 surface in presence of only
one water molecule as start configuration at time ¼ 0 of the biased
metadynamics. Surface sites as possible OER catalytic sites are in orange
color and the reactant water molecule are in cyan color.

Figure 6. Snapshots from (DFT-MD) WT metadynamics simulations of successive events for the gas-phase OER at the hydrated (110)-RuO2 surface and the
associated free-energy profiles of the OER steps. Orange and light blue coloring refer to O catalyst surface sites and the (only one) reactant water molecule,
respectively. The dashed black lines in panel 1 and 3 denote the reaction coordinates. Panel a and panel b are free-energy profiles of OER step 1–2 and 2–3,
respectively. R and P denote the reactant and product state, respectively. The free-energy scale in the y-axis is in kcal=mol. The reaction coordinate is
expressed as distance (Å) in the x-axis. The values on the free-energy profiles are the barriers expressed in kcal/mol and in eV. Error bars in black color.
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been found in its electronic ground state, namely the triplet
state, with two unpaired electrons in the orbital level n ¼ 2 in
agreement with a previous study.[29] The same will be valid also
for the O2 obtained in our OER liquid phase investigation in the
next section.

OER at the hydrated (110)-RuO2 facet: liquid-phase solvent
model

We now investigate the OER at the hydrated (110)-RuO2/liquid
water interface where a water slab (120 water molecules,
density ~1.0 g/cm3) is explicitly considered (see Figure 1-a),
overcoming the aforementioned limit of the current literature
in adopting only, at the best, one water molecule or a water
monolayer in contact with the catalyst surface. This way, the
condensed-phase OER and the hydrated (110)-RuO2 as catalyst
can be more accurately characterized. As already done for the
OER gas-phase model at the hydrated (110)-RuO2 in the
previous section, the free-energy activation barrier (hence the
associated activation overpotential as well) are therefore
estimated for each OER step of the adopted metadynamics
setup shown in Figure 4. For the purpose of comparison, the
reactant water molecule in our OER liquid-phase is chosen as
the same reactant water molecule in gas-phase.

As partly expected, we will see in the following that the
presence of the interfacial aqueous environment now leads to
more possibilities for the reactivity, and two possible reaction

pathways for the OER at the hydrated (110)-RuO2 in contact
with water will be identified.

The first OER pathway, shown in Figure 7, is similar to the
one identified in gas-phase:

Active OER catalyst sites are here identified in adjacent μ1-O,
μ1-OH and μ2-O sites at the surface arranged as in the
morphology scenario shown in Figure 3-b.

A free-energy activation barrier of 34:8� 0:7 kcal/mol
(1:51� 0:03 eV) has to be overcome in order to start the OER
attracting and dissociating a water molecule (from the water
environment) at the μ1-O surface site, and 10:8� 0:5 kcal/mol
(0:47� 0:02 eV) are needed for the doubly-bonded O2 desorp-
tion from the catalyst surface, this latter being very similar to
the free-energy barrier of 10.5 kcal/mol (0.46 eV) found in gas-
phase OER (in the previous section) for the O2 desorption.

The dissociated water hydrogen atoms hop to a nearby μ1-
OH and μ2-O surface sites, respectively (see panel 2 in Figure 7)
and a formation of an active radical group μ1-OOH occurs as
intermediate between steps 1–2, as already seen for the gas-
phase OER.

The OER rate-limiting step is also here the water attack and
dissociation step at the μ1-O surface site, as shown in step 1–2
in Figure 7. However, contrarily to the gas-phase counterpart,
reactants and products are found separated by a lower free-
energy barrier of about 34.8 kcal/mol (1.51 eV).

Therefore, from this first identified OER liquid-phase path-
way, it appears that the presence of an explicit aqueous
environment and accordingly the kinetics of the water environ-
ment somehow enhance the surface activity at the hydrated

Figure 7. Path 1: snapshots from (DFT-MD) WT metadynamics simulations of successive events for the liquid-phase OER at the hydrated (110)-RuO2 surface
and the associated free-energy profiles of the OER steps. Orange and light blue coloring refer to O catalyst surface sites and the reactant water molecule,
respectively. The dashed black lines in panel 1 and 3 denote the reaction coordinates. Panel a and panel b are free-energy profiles of OER step 1–2 and 2–3,
respectively. R and P denote the reactant and product state, respectively. The free-energy scale in the y-axis is in kcal=mol. The reaction coordinate is
expressed as distance (Å) in the x-axis. The values on the free-energy profiles are the barriers expressed in kcal/mol and in eV. Error bars in black color.
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(110)-RuO2 facet and hence a lower free-energy barrier is
required for the O2 evolution in comparison with the previously
identified gas-phase OER pathway.

OER Water-Assisted Pathway. On the other hand, our WT
metadynamics simulations at the hydrated (110)-RuO2/water
interface show an alternative OER reaction route which,
surprisingly, has a noticeable lower free-energy barrier. The
here found alternative OER liquid-phase results for reaction
steps 1–2 and 2–3 are shown in Figure 8.

A free-energy activation barrier of 20:5� 0:5 kcal/mol
(0:89� 0:02 eV) has to be overcome in order to start the OER
attracting and dissociating a water molecule (from the water
environment) at the hydrated (110)-RuO2 surface, and
10:2� 0:5 kcal/mol (0:44� 0:02 eV) are needed for the double-
bonded O2 desorption from the catalyst surface, this latter
being very similar to the free-energy barrier of 10.5 kcal/mol
(0.46 eV) found in gas-phase OER and the mechanism discussed
in the previous section for the O2 desorption.

As already seen for the previous OER pathways, the liquid
phase OER rate-limiting step is also here identified by the water
attack and dissociation step at the μ1-O surface site, as shown in
step 1–2 in Figure 8. However, contrarily to our previous gas-
phase and liquid phase OER investigations, we now obtain a
free-energy barrier of 20.5 kcal/mol (0.89 eV) that is almost half-
value of the free-energy barrier obtained in gas-phase
(37.73 kcal/mol=1.64 eV) and still lower than the free-energy
barrier obtained in the previous liquid phase reaction (path-1)
pathway (34.8 kcal/mol=1.51 eV).

This is due to the fact that the reaction now proceeds
preferentially through a water-assisted one-step mechanism
with a proton transfer from the reactant water molecule to a
neighboring one (see Figure 8 panel 2). More specifically, the
reaction starts with the water dissociation above the μ1-O
catalyst surface site (as already seen for the gas-phase OER).
However, contrarily to previous OER routes, only one dissoci-
ated hydrogen H1W of the water molecule is surface adsorbed,
at the μ2-O site. The other dissociated water hydrogen H2W

energetically and kinetically prefers to hop toward a nearby
water molecule of the surrounding water environment, as
depicted in the panel 2 of Figure 8. The final step of this
concerted reaction is represented, as expected, by the O2

desorption shown in the panel 3 of Figure 8. The surface
catalyst sites are not anymore 3 adjacent surface sites (as
detected for previous OER pathways) but just adjacent μ1-O and
μ1-OH (and a water molecule from the water environment) are
enough in catalyzing the OER, as outlined in Figure 8–2.

In the here found liquid phase OER pathway, the water
molecule does not act as a ‘spectator’ but it plays a crucial role
in the kinetic evolution of the OER and hence enhancing it. It is
worth to remark that such a water-assisted OER mechanism is
different from the OER pathways proposed by Norskov et al.[9,21]

and most of the OER studies in the literature (for surfaces)
which suffer from the lack of an explicit solvent model, and for
which the dissociated hydrogen atoms of the water molecule
are therefore systematically surface adsorbed (as in our gas-
phase scenario in Figure 6). Due to the key role of the water
environment as co-reactant found here, the condensed phase

Figure 8. Path 2: snapshots from (DFT-MD) WT metadynamics simulations of successive events for the liquid-phase OER at the hydrated (110)-RuO2 surface
and the associated free-energy profiles of the OER steps. Orange and light blue coloring refer to O catalyst surface sites and the reactant water molecule,
respectively. The dashed black lines in panel 1 and 3 denote the reaction coordinates. Panel a and panel b are free-energy profiles of OER step 1–2 and 2–3,
respectively. R and P denote the reactant and product state, respectively. The free-energy scale in the y-axis is in kcal=mol. The reaction coordinate is
expressed as distance (Å) in the x-axis. The values on the free-energy profiles are the barriers expressed in kcal/mol and in eV. Error bars in black color.
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OER scenario (Figure 8) turns out to have an unprecedent free
energy barrier smaller than the gas-phase counterpart.

For the sake of completeness, our DFT MLWFs electronic
analyses suggest that the OER catalytic site μ1-O has been
found as RuVI-O, in agreement with previous experimental and
theoretical evidences.[68,94–96] As outlined in our previous work
(Ref. [53]), note that the water addition on the RuIV surface site
can occur also as dissociated water molecule (surface adsorbed)
leading to the formation of � OH surface adsorbed instead of
� OH2.

In a nutshell, the catalytic action of the water environment
at the interface plays a key role in lowering the OER free-energy
barrier. This result is somehow expected and conform to the
evidence that condensed-phase reactions are, in general, less
demanding in terms of free energy,[97–99] considering also the
different weight of the entropic contributions in between gas-
and condensed-phase processes.

Conclusions

A study the OER for (110)-RuO2/water interface is presented not
only by looking at the catalyst, but also by addressing the role
of an explicit water environment in the catalytic process of
interest. To this end, spin-polarized DFT-MD coupled with state-
of-the-art WT metadynamics has been applied for a global
understanding of (110)-RuO2 aqueous interface in catalyzing the
O2 evolution. This work provides the reference knowledge in
the interfacial electronic, structural, dynamical properties at this
promising interface for water oxidation.

We have shown how important it is to take into consid-
eration the presence of the water environment in the structural
characterization of catalyst surface. The wettability of the (110)-
RuO2 surface plays a key role in the chemical activity of the
surface, enhancing therefore its ability to catalyze the O2

evolution. Moreover, the fine characterization of (110)-RuO2

presented here would not have been achievable if only one
water molecule/layer or implicit solvent model would have
been adopted such as in most studies in literature.

The present study provides an innovative state-of-the-art
theoretical/computational strategy for the investigation of the
OER, and identifies possible catalyst sites without ambiguity. In
this context, by investigating the OER on the (110)-RuO2 surface,
our DFT WT metadynamics provides that active OER catalyst
sites are identified in adjacent μ1-O, μ1-OH and μ3-O inner sites
(Figure 3-a) at the surface in gas-phase and in μ1-O and μ1-OH
sites (Figure 3-b) for the energetically favored path in liquid
phase OER. We also reveal that the (nucleophilic) water attack
and dissociation occurs systematically at the μ1-O surface sites
in RuVI-O oxidation state.

Moreover, it is clear that not only the formation of surface
oxygen bond (between O2 product) holds a key role in shaping
the free-energy surface of the OER, but also the topological
arrangement of the catalyst sites at the surface has a prominent
contribution in determining the free-energy barrier height.
Accordingly, only the geometrical spatial arrangements as
depicted in Figure 3-a, b are able to catalyze the OER at (110)-

RuO2. This is due to the fact that such arrangements, thanks to
the closeness of the sites (i. e. these surface catalyst sites are
only ~2.6 Å apart from each others), are able to provide a
restricted catalytic spot at the surface area enhancing therefore
the OER to occur. The existence of a specific distance between
surface sites on a given surface conferring to the latter efficient
catalytic properties has also recently been demonstrated at
silica surfaces.[100]

Interestingly, comparing gas-phase and liquid-phase OER
FESs, an unprecedented OER pathway with low free energy
barrier is found in the liquid phase. Such a novel free-energy
pathway identified at the (110)-RuO2 liquid water interface
differs from the OER pathways proposed in the literature for
which hydrogens of the dissociated water molecule are system-
atically surface adsorbed due to the lack of an explicit water
environment. Water molecules here thus do not act as a'guest’
but they are explicitely involved in the lowest free-energy OER
mechanism identified: in particular, one dissociated water
hydrogen hops toward a neighbor water molecule of the
sourrounding water environment.

We have identified, for the first time, that water acts as OER
co-reactant and co-catalyst (for surface catalyst), and hence this
coupled water behaviour is crucial in lowering the OER free-
energy barrier. This suggests that the synergistic effect between
surface catalyst and explicit water environment dynamics is an
important and not-negligible basis for a rational design of novel
catalysts based on non-precious materials in the context of
sunlight-driven artificial photosynthesis.

Furthermore, our results clearly demonstrate the relevance
of ab initio molecular dynamics simulations in combination with
the here adopted metadynamics technique in the rationaliza-
tion of several interfacial properties and in the comprehension
of reactions occurring at solid/water interfaces, also showing
the importance of the presence of an explicit water environ-
ment and its interfacial reaction dynamics in modeling the OER.
Similar modelling can be applied to other facets of the rutile
RuO2 – or other materials relevant for the design of efficient
and sustainable heterogeneous catalysts – in contact with liquid
water or other solvents, potentially relevant for the OER. The
same methodology can also be applied when supported
electrolytes would be present at the interface, which would be
required in order to model more relevant (photo)
electrochemical conditions. The finding of a novel – highly
efficient – reaction route for the OER strongly also points out
the urgency for its experimental characterization.
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